Cesari and Suryanarayana in [3] .
Preliminaries
Let be a separable reflexive real Banach space with the norm H°|, Z* -the dual connected with Z by the scalar product <«|o>. We shall consider in Z not only the norm topology Z^ but also the sequentially weak topology denoted by Zsw.
If g : Z -• C-co, +oo ] is a function, then by g we mean the Young-Fenchel conjugation to g, i.e.
By Bz we denote the <r-algebra of subsets of Z, generated by Borel sets in Zn< By X we mean the ct-z.1 gebra of Lebesgue measurable subsets of a given Lebesgue subset T of the real line. By X ® Bz we denote the (7-algebra of subsets of T x Z, generated by products of sets in X and Bz- 
This implies that
Iw^CU -Cr ,y31 < r and Css® C3.233 gCt.y^COD < gCt.yD < r < r^CtD , so wnkCtD belongs to epi g^. Th®s® and C3.13 imply that WCt3 « ^ w nk Ct3 : n,k = i» 2 »---} is d*ns« in epi g^. Hence, from C3.3D it follows that WCtD is dense in epi g^ [1] .
Therefor® CI], g is X 9 Bx -measurable, which ends the proof. 
